Space–Saving Duo
New Accessories Maximize Cabinet and Rack Space

Buy the Duo and Save!

Chatsworth Products, Inc. (CPI) now offers its two newest
accessories under a single part number, making the SpaceSaving Duo not only easier to order but also more cost-effective.
The Space-Saving Duo maximizes usable space in your 19”W
data cabinet or rack, offering versatility in mounting locations
and providing complete functionality. The Duo consists of:

Monitor Type

15” LCD Monitor

Mounting Depth

26” to 38” mounting depths
inside cabinet or four-post
rack; no min/max for twopost racks

Maximum Resolution

1024 x 768 (adjusts to full
screen regardless of input
resolution)

Color Support

24-bit (16.7M colors)

Power Consumption

30W Max. Operational

Audio Support

Integrated Stereo Speakers

Contrast Ratio/Dot Pitch

450:1/.297

Viewing Angle

Ultra-Wide, H-140°, V-120°

Standards Compliance

UL, CSA, TÜV/
Ergonomics, FCC-B,
CE, TÜV/GS, IEC950,
C-TICK, ISO 13406-2,
BSMI, EPA Energy Star,
MPR II

Keyboard

IBM Compatible, fullsized keys

Mouse Functionality

Integrated touchpad
with two mouse buttons

Part Numbers For:

2-Post Mounting
4-Post Mounting

13381-702
13381-704

The LCD Monitor Shelf featuring a sleek 15” flat-panel monitor
and requiring just over 1 RMU – compared to the typical 10
RMU to 14 RMU needed by other computer monitors. This
unique design frees valuable space for other equipment. The
LCD Monitor Shelf stores horizontally inside your cabinet or
rack. To use the monitor, slide out the shelf and rotate it to a
position in front of your other mounted equipment. A unique
friction plate holds the device at any angle you choose. To
maintain system security, you can view the screen behind
either plexiglass or hi-flow perforated metal cabinet doors.
The monitor also includes built-in, high-quality speakers – an
additional space-saving feature.
As a perfect complement to the LCD Monitor Shelf, CPI’s
Keyboard+Tray requires only 1 RMU yet features an IBMcompatible (PC, XT, AT and PS/2) keyboard with full-size keys
for comfortable typing. In addition, the keyboard contains a
built-in trackpad, eliminating the need for a mouse, tail and
separate tray. The keyboard has two PS/2 standard connectors
– one keyboard, one mouse.
Because of each product’s space-saving design, you can mount
the keyboard at a comfortable typing height, with the monitor
placed at a desirable viewing height. The set is available for both
two-post and four-post installations with each product shipped
fully assembled. Purchasing the Space-Saving Duo as a single
unit allows you to save space and save money while creating a
highly integrated, highly functional system.
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